
REPORT ON SBC EXECUTNE COMMITTEE 
STAFF INTERVIE\IVS WITH THE PRESIDENTS AND 

THE FACULTIES OF THE SIX SOUTHERN BAPTIST SEMINARIES 

In February of 1968, Dr. Lawrence Wilsey and associates brought to the 

seminary presidents and the SBC Executive Committee a report entitled, 

"Distribution of Cooperative Program Funds for Seminaries of the Southern 

Baptist Convention, 11 which emphasized the need for clearer understanding 

of seminary objectives and programs. 

Five of the presidents met with the executive secretary and the program 

planning secretary of the Executive Committee in the Hilton Inn at New Or- 

leans, on Wednesday, August 7, 1968. In this meeting it was agreed that 

• · the staff of the Executive Committee would interview seminary faculties, 

presidents and students in order to secure a better understanding of semi- 

nary goals and problems, and that the notes of the interviews would be 
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consolidated into a report to the presidents. 

The interviews took place as follows: 

The questions used in the interviews were developed in conferences 

with the presidents in the fall of 1968. The interviews called for meetings 

with a small faculty committee. When comparing notes of the faculty inter- • views with the faculty committee minutes, it was discovered that there was 
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considerable duplication. It was then decided to consolidate the notes on 

these two groups into one report which comprises Part I of this booklet. 

Part Il.i s the report of interviews with the six presidents. Fart III, the part 

on interviews with students will come later. 

In reading this material, five things need to be kept clearly in mind. 

1. The material presented here is only a partial view. It needs ex 
panding and refinement almost at every point. 

2. The report is preliminary to systematic studies that surely need 
to be conducted. 

3. The report is merely the first step toward identifying theological 
education for the Southern Baptist Convention and the six semi 
naries. 

4. The report, carefully expanded and edited, could be useful in 
acquainting the Program Committee with the prevailing conditions 
of Southern Baptist theological education. 

5. Final disposal of this material is subject to discussion between 
the six presidents and the staff of the Executive Committee. 

In the New Orleans meeting it was agreed that at the end of the inter- 

views this material would be presented to the presidents. At that time, it 

was decided further steps would be discussed and approved. 

SBC Executive Committee 
Porter Routh, executive secretary 
Nashville - 9/10/69 
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REPORT OF SBC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
STAFF INTERVIEWS OF THE PRESIDENTS 

AND FACULTIES OF THE SIX 
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION SEMINARIES 

PART I INTERVIE\!VS WITH THE FACULTIES 

A. GENERAL TRENDS AFFECTING SOUTHERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 

The basic question to all faculty members was, "What are the trends 

you see in theological education?" This question was put in different ways. 

"What winds are blowing?" "What are the hang-ups?" "What are your con- 

cerns?" The following pages represent a composite summary of the remarks 

of the six faculties. 

It should be kept in mind that time did not allow for a comprehensive 

review and for the critical balancing of the opinions expressed. This should 

come later. Surely Southern Baptists can put together a general picture of 

their understanding of theological education as it is practiced in these de- 

ma nding new times. 

1. The Student Revolution. The student revolution is changing seminary 

education; and, the range of change is about what it is in college and uni- 

versity. The intensity of change may be comparatively less because of the 

life commitments and the higher discipline of a majority of the students en- 

roling for seminary study. Some of the trends cited by the professors are as 

follows: 
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a) Student attitude 

Seminary students today demand more self-determination and recognize 

fewer authorities. They come to us without acknowledging the authorities 

of the home, the church or the established organizations and claim to recog- 

nize only the authority of Christ. 

= Students come to us without adequate understanding of the church. 

= Now many students are aware of their special intellectual heritages 
from Dewey, James, Santayana, American naturalism, etc. 

= Many seminary students are uncertain of their doctrinal foundations, 
but they are certain of their questions. 

= Today's students are less organizationally minded and tend to discount 
the church as they have known it. Their search seems to be for what 
they call a "relevant" religion. 

= Many of our students are caught in the ferment of change. They tend to 
ignore and even condemn present denominational structures and programs. 
Some of them say they want to study religion in a non-denominational 
setting. 

= Much of the church rebellion found in seminary students was planted 
when they were juniors and intermediates in their home churches. 

b) Student competence 

The educationa 1 ability of the student may be lower than in the pa st. 

The trend of competency seems to be downward. The churches are not send- 

ing as many highly qualified students to the seminaries as formerly. 

= We are getting in our seminaries a smaller percentage of students who 
could succeed in law or medicine. 

Some brighter students who enter the colleges pledged to the ministry 

are sidetracked by brilliant teachers who persuade them to enter more lucra- 
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tive and personally rewarding areas of service. 

Many brighter students enter non-Baptist seminaries. Rea sons they 

give for this are (a) larger scholarships, (b) more professional training, 

(c) less doctrinal constraint. Other possible reasons are the persuasive- 

ness of college religion teachers and the status of attending big name colleges. 

c) Source of students 

Increasingly large numbers of students are coming from state and private 

schools, where formerly they came from Baptist schools. Some possible 

reasons for this are (a) the expense of Baptist schools, (b) the new popu 

larity of mass higher education and (c) the convenience of state colleges to 

homes of the students. 

Students from state colleges on the average are more open, less hostile 

and less antagonistic than students from Baptist colleges. 

d) Student vocation 

In recent years there has been a trend on the part of students to back 

away from the local church ministry. They have apparently recoiled from 

restlessness of congregations, the tedious administrative detail of the pas- 

tor and have been influenced by the prevailing emphasis on the non-institu 

tional ministry. This trend is much less noticeable in Southern Baptist semi- 

naries than other seminaries. Some professors are convinced that this trend 

is now in the process of reversing. In the la st two years many young people 

have expressed conviction that the local church offers the best opportunity 

for personal ministry and for effective change. 
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e) New freedom 

The new freedom of students to some extent has altered classroom 

methcd s, forcing teachers away from their hortatory and polemic stances 

to a more deliberate interlocutory exchange. 

There is an increasing demand for dialogue with teachers in real life sit 

uations outside the classroom. This has led to an increased emphasis on 

clinical education. 

The new freedom of students is forcing faculty to discuss openly "sacred 

cow" subjects. Some professors feel severely threatened at this point, won 

dering how to maintain a position that will keep the respect of the free-wheel 

ing student and the traditional conservative alumni. Some professors say 

that the new freedom of the students is going to change theological educa 

tion. A strict line cannot be maintained. 

Paradoxically, there seems to be a slight rise in the number of extre.na 

ly conservative students entering the seminaries. This too creates a threat 

for some professors who feel that a few of these students are narrowly funda 

mentalistic and do not understand the education process. Moreover, some of 

them have been known to report,in unfavorable ways, their interpretations of 

the professors' teachings to aggressive critics in the churches. 

f) Loss in numbers 

The loss in numbers of students in the seminaries seems somewhat 

stabilized though there is always the threat of further decline because of 

what some teachers call "a definite anti-educational bias on the part of 
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Southern Bap!sts. 11 Some professors reported instances of youth being ad 

vised not to go to the seminary by pastors who themselves are graduates of 

seminaries. They also reported instances of a:nti-seminary bias by college 

professors who advised young people not to go to the seminary. 

2. The General Educational Ferment. Southern Baptist seminaries are being 

radically influenced by pressure coming from the general storm of the aca 

demic world. This can be seen in such obvious areas as the demand of stu- 

dents for more specialization of curriculum and greater freedom in electing 

their courses, the increasing importance of accreditation, the stress placed 

on academic freedom and the changes in pedological methods. It can also 

be seen in the challenges thrown by the academic world to the teachers of 

religion such as: What does Chrsitian faith have to say to a world which 

believes it can do anything? What is the relation of the Christian faith to 

other religions? What place does theology have in today's secular world? 

What is your substitute for the dying imperialism of the Christian church? 

3. The Accelerated Change of Society. There is a general consensus 

among the professors that America dnd the world are in the midst of a pro 

found revolution, which is in effect many revolutions. Extreme changes are 

being experienced in every phase of church and seminary life, yet the secu 

lar institutions are changing much faster than either church or seminary. 

One man put it, "Society is moving faster than we are, and our seminaries 

are not keeping up. 11 It is generally held that the winning of the secular man 

in his apartment house setting is our most difficult problem to solve. 
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S. The Impact of Advanced Educational Techniques. Modern methods of 

4. The Disturbing Influence of Relativism that Dominates Much of the 

World's Intellectual Activity. One professor said, "The most significant 

issue of our time is the relativistic issue. This is true both generally and 

in theology." Another said, "Our students come to us believing that rela 

tivism is everywhere." The challenge of the so-called "situational ethics" 

is one felt full-force by the seminaries. Because of the biblical allegiances 

our seminaries have placed strong emphasis on dogma tics, holding some 

things to be eternally and absolutely true. The tremendous change in moral 

ity effected by the existentialists and the situationalists has affected the 

seminaries two ways: a.) it has thrust upon the seminary a new kind of 

student who is apt to challenge the traditional moral authorities,and b) it 

has flung the gauntlet to the seminary professors to show why the existen 

tial claims of situational ethics are not true. Theologians are faced with 

the demands of the secular world to prove the absolutes they teach, not 

only about morality, but also about the fundamental revelations of Chris- 

tia nity. 

communication have brought significant changes to the classrooms of the 

seminaries. Probably the most significant is the shift from the lecture to the 

dialectical method, though in Southern Baptist seminaries there are many 

who have not made this change, and some strongly feel it is not in keeping 

with the best professional traditions. Another significant trend is the stress 

placed on clinical education. Formerly practiced only in connection with 
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closed circuit TV for self-improvement in preaching. Most librarians are 

work done in hospitals and other types of remedial centers and in public 

schools, the new emphasis is on a more closely supervised field education 

in many disciplines. At lea st one non-Southern Baptist seminary is thinking 

about requiring professors and students to work together in some types of 

church situations. A third change has been the shift to use of mechanics and 

electronics in education. Many public schools and colleges are already in 

volved in computer education. The use of TV in public schools is quite well 

known. Some of our seminaries have electronic language laboratories and 

seriously studying how to make the next big library step from wide use of 

microfilm to computer indexing and computer hook-up with other libraries. 

A fourth significant change is the emphasis placed in research. In the aca 

demic world, as a whole, almost all disciplines have multitudes of full 

time researchers, for whom there are great resources available to help carry 

their projects to fruition. Even in the state universities and non-Southern 

Baptist seminaries there are many professors who carry very small teaching 

loads in order to have time for important research work. A fifth significant 

trend is increased specialization. The presence of so many scholars at 

work in the traditional seminary disciplines has opened the door to unlimited 

possibilities of specialized study in minute areas. This raises questions 

about the "core" curriculum. Some professors and many students resist the 

pressure to generalize the seminary offerings into basic or "core" courses. 
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All of these changes now pressing Southern Baptist seminaries cost money. 

The fundamental question comes, "Do we fall behind the rest of the aca 

cemic world, or do we provide the seminaries the money needed in order to 

keep up in a world that places a premium on technological adva nee?" 

These changes also raise questions about the objectives of seminary 

education. The approach to change will be unsystematic and inefficient 

until the questions of objectives are answered. 

6. The Rising Cost of Education. The rising cost of higher education 

brought about by higher standards in education, the availability of federal 

funds for colleges and universities and by creeping inflation has created 

great financial problems for Southern Baptist semiraries. Some of these prob 

lems are: a) the disparity between the salaries paid religion teachers in uni 

versities and independent seminaries and salaries paid teachers in our semi 

naries, b) the drive of some non-Southern Baptist seminary leaders to reduce 

long-term costs of seminary education by consolidating several seminaries 

into a cluster near a major university, c) the increa s inq difficulty experienced 

by the seminary administrators in maintaining the schools on present incomes, 

and d) the challenge to excellence that came in the late 1950s when educa 

tion was identified with national purpose. 

7. The Mistrust that Some Southern Baptists Have for Education in General 

and Seminary Education in Particular. Many seminary professors believe 

there is a strong anti-educational bias at work in Southern Baptist life. Some 
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say it takes the form of practicing a pseudo education that seeks the degree 

without searching for the meaning. Others say that "too many pastors and 

missionaries make an outright sport of condemning theological education." 

At best the professors feel there is a credibility gap between the seminaries 

and the churches. This general distrust leads some of the professors to feel 

low-rated in the denomination. 

8 . The Change on What Is Meant by a Ca 11 to the Ministry. Motivation 

for the ministry has undergone a very great change in recent years, if the ob 

servations of the seminary presidents accurately reflect the situation. There 

has been a shift from the traditional "call" positively and aggressively held 

by most of the students to the time when many students just as positively 

and aggressively question the existence of a "call." Some factors in this 

change have been the widespread emphasis that all Christians are called, 

the rise of vocational counselors in high school, the encouragement that 

youth of today have to find their life's work in keeping with life's interests, 

the relucta nee of many young people to get trapped by any kirrl of irrevocable 

commitment, and the general criticism of the churches and church vocations. 

The seminary professors feel that this has contributed to "a more open but 

less comm itted student," and in some cases to a student harder to teach. 

It may also be a factor in the hesitancy of some students to enter the pas 

toral ministry. 

9. The Changing Concepts of Southern Baptist Ministry. Many of the pro- 

fessors believe that the understanding of Southern Baptists of ministry is 
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undergoing a radical change, and that this will have important bearing on the 

future of the work offered by seminaries. There are many elements in this 

complex subject. Ba sic is a recent uncertainty that exists in most of the 

churches with neither members nor leaders understanding clearly the intrin 

sic nature of the church, and have no clear idea as to where they are going 

and why. The dissatisfaction of so many churches with pastors and pastors 

with churches is laid by some to the blame of unclear church purposes and 

objectives. 

The second element is the strong emphasis being placed on every mem- 

ber as a minister, thus blurring the line between the professional and non 

professional. The third element is the failure of traditional evangelism in 

many churches and the rise of emphasis on the social aspects of the gospel. 

One professor felt that "humanism is reasserting itself ·in a Christian con 

text, creating new focus for the church ministry." Another strongly believes 

that "we are shifting again to the direction of making the ministry a social 

ministry rather than a ministry to spiritual needs. 11 Another, "The emphasis is 

is falling more and more on this world rather than the other world. 1' Another 

notes that in the world generally that there is a trend toward universal salva 

tion, and wonders how long Southern Baptists can hold out against it especial 

ly when so many lay people are influenced by it. 

The fourth important element is the demand of the churches and denomina 

tion for a great variety of professional ministers. The final element mentioned 

is the shift from the rural to the urban culture, and from the religious to secu 
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11. The Growth of Schools of Religion in State Universities. In recent 

lar dominance which means that a new kind of minister is in the ma king. 

Most seminary teachers are appalled at this problem and truly search for 

the modern meaning of the biblical revelation in the face of these attacks on 

the past. Almost all professors are determined to preserve the best of the Bap 

tist tradition, and to adapt them with integrity to the new times. 

10. The Influence of the Ecumenical Movement. Not many Southern Baptist 

seminary professors show an inclination to seek at this time organized Southern 

Baptist affiliation with the ecumenical movement. Most, however, feel that 

ecumenism is a dominant force in the world's religious life, and will have an 

inevitable influence on Southern Baptist life. There is no way to keep its 

shadow from falling across the churches and the seminaries. Some regard its 

power as "imposing." Others wonder what will happen if Baptists continue to 

remain isolationist in an ecumenical age. Mcst feel there should be coopera 

tion where cooperation is possible, and deplore Southern Baptist inability to 

talk about the movement without malignment. Some feel that for the first 

time there is evidence of a growing ecumenical theology. The three most 

immediate ecumenical influences on the seminaries seem to be: a) the al 

leged growing ecumenical dominance of the accreditating association, b) the 

ecumenical character of the professional associations and c) the insistence 

of the new generation of students that the question be openly discussed. 

years, several important state universities have established new depart 

ments of religion or enlarged previously existent ones. This has had some 
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12. The Question of Seminary Confessional Identification. There is a def- 

effect on Southern Baptist seminaries by: a) creating a pressure on boards 

of trustees and administrators to greatly increase teachers' salaries, b) drain 

ing some highly qualified teachers away from Baptist seminaries, c) influencing 

some leaders in the AATS to press for standards that would favor university 

related seminaries, d) creating genera 1 confusion over the mission and mean 

ing of theological education, and e) secularizing of some of the national pro 

fessional associations which formerly had completely Christian orientation, 

to the extent that some Southern Baptist professors no longer wish to be iden 

tified with them. 

inite effort of some non-Southern Baptist leaders to de-emphasize the con 

fessional or denominational aspect of seminary life. This appears in what 

some professors call a drift toward "ecumenical theology," the advocation 

of open faculties, the movement toward cluster seminaries and the de-empha- • 

sizing of the purely biblical orientation of professional associations. By no 

means, do all seminaries or seminary leaders join in this chall .nqe to the 

traditional denominationalism of theological schools. Nevertheless, the 

pressures create a certain amount of confusion in seminary professional and 

administrative circles. It is not the confusion of not knowing their own posi 

tion, but of what to do in the face of these pressures that continue to show 

themselves in all kinds of overt and subtle forms. 

13. The Stress Placed Today on Adult Education. The seminaries are 

awakening to the necessity of continuing adult education for their alumni, 
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and for the advanced education of lay church members. The professors point 

out that we have today many more sophisticated laymen for whom nothing short 

of seminary oriented training will do. Some point to the need for faculty par 

ticipation in lay education in order to keep relevant to tbe church scene and to 

to keep laymen relevant to the theological scene. Some see continuing edu 

cation for pastors and laymen as one way of effectively closing the gap be 

tween the seminary classroom and the pew. They see problems of finance, 

faculty teaching load and reconciliation with the denomination's extra-semi 

nary church educational processes, but they feel that these problems will be 

solved in face of overwhelming need. 

14. The Unsolved Issues of Racism. The sheer force of the number of 

colored people in the world is regarded by some professors as ominous for 

the future. The rise of the black community as a world community and the de 

termination of black men to have their own trained masters seriously affects 

theological education. They predict an increase of ethnic problems in the 

next ten years. They cite failure of the seminaries to deal successfully and 

hopefully with the problem. For example, very few Negroes are available 

for seminary teaching and in all American Protestant seminaries put together 

there are fewer than 100 Negroes. Many of the white youth coming to the 

seminaries today condemn the professors and the churches for their hypo 

crisy in this matter. They wonder if the seminaries are directly related to 

reality. 
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15. The Unresolved Issue of War. Some professors, expecially the ethi 

cists, feel that war is a dominant force seriously effecting the broader inter 

ests of theological ecucation. One man put it, "The overriding issue of our 

time is war. 11 This statement has a possible direct bearing on the seminaries 

in that it raises questions about the motivation of some students who say 

they are in the seminary to beat the draft. Others, some of the professors 

fear, are there for this reason without admitting or recognizing it. Conver 

sations with students, however, indicate a very small and uninfluential 

group of draft dodging students. Some quite openly admit it as a factor 

among other important factors. The really trouble some question is a much 

larger one for the theological community: What is the Christian alternative 

to war? What do Christians have to say to a world facing annihilation? 

What are the consequences of theological impotence in the face of this 

* * * * * * * 

"overriding issue? 11 

Following the discussion on trends, the faculties were asked, "What 

are the implications of the suggested general trends?" On the next pages, 

you will find the answers to the questions consolidated under several dif 

ferent headings. 
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1. More Money Must Be Provided for Theological Education. Most of 

B. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SUGGESTED GENERAL TRENDS 

the problems we face are due not to the lack of commitment or intelligence, 

but to the lack of money. One professor said, 11 I find it necessary to do 

interim work and to accept all kinds of writing assignments, in order to bal- 

a nee my basic family budget. This takes a great deal out of me but accounts 

for one-third of my income. You might say that the seminary pays me two- 

thirds of my salary and gets one-half of my energies. 11 While extreme, this 

illustrates the dilemma of many of the professors. There is no general opinion 

among the professors on how this money is to be provided, except that more 

should come from the Cooperative Program. A few of the men and women 

wondered about "tuition, 11 but no clear consensus developed on this point 

One said, 11 I would agree for tuition only if a change of philosophy (method 

of distribution) takes place. 11 Another said, "Under the present philosophy 

of funding we would only increase irresponsibilitywith tuition. 11 The pro- 

fessors feel the pinch of poverty in travel funds and for libraries almost as 

2. Clearer, More Meaningful Objectives Must Be Provided for Southern 

much as they do in their family budgets. Almost without exception , they 

are committed to a cause and make great personal sacrifice to continue teach- 

ing in the seminaries. 

Baptist Theological Education. Most of the professors take pride in the 

uniqueness of Southern Baptist seminaries that centers in preparation of men 

and woman for service in the local congregations and that is oriented to a 
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The place and importance of objectives· in the thinking of some professors 

strong emphasis on the biblical revelation. Most of them have a sense of 

call to what they are doing in theological education, and would not exchange 

it for any other vocation. There is general, though not uni versa 1 feeling, 

that schools of religion in state schools is not the answer to the needs of 

the churches. One man said, "We would be trading expediency for distinc- 

tiveness." Another, "Much theological education is forgetting the only rea- 

son for its existence, ignoring the grounding that give them reason for being." 

can be seen in the statement of one of them who said, "We need a manifesto 

on theologica 1 education like the statement on urban crisis." Some of the 

issues of such a statement are seen in the following verbatim observations: 

=i= We must decide if the theologica 1 seminary is to inrea se the life that 
produced it. 
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= We must decide whether seminary education is mission or something 
else. 

= We must, through the seminaries, leave the a shes of the pa st on the 
altar, but take the fire. 

The possible dimensions of the objectives are reflected at many points 

of the study, especially in the comments of the presidents and the general 

comments of the faculty. Some direct comments of faculty on the possible 

content of objectives are as follows: 

= People are demanding honesty. We must be relevant and realistic. 

= Y-.!e must rediscover our mission in shaping men for the ministry. 

= Southern Baptists must ask us for total commitment and yet must give 
us freedom. 
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= We need to clarify the heart of our message. 

The seminaries should be leading rather than imitating the churches. 

Theological Education Must Find Ways to Influence the Culture of the 

= 

3. 

Times. Most seminary professors are uneasy over the general failure of 

Christians to meaningfully confront the great power and influence centers of 

modern times. They a re aware of the clamor for confrontation. One example , 

"Medicine is beginning to ask for dialogue. What are the ethical problems of 

prolonging life? What is death? What about transplants? What is the syn 

thesis of medicine and religion?" The professors recognize a growing social 

consciousness which must be understood and corrected. They feel that there 

is great need for strong Christian minds to participate in the urban culture of 

today. Most of them would viqorous ly defend the denominational (or confes 

sional) seminary feeling, at the same time, that to influence the culture of 

the times, it must move in the context of the world. This is seen as being 

accomplished through students trained in the atmosphere of scholarly dia 

logue with all the ideas of today; and by letting the professor take his right 

ful place in the midst of great ideas wherever they are debated. Few 

professors, if any, see themselves as free-wheeling thinkers. They hold 

basic theological commitment and they are concerned -bout "thinking theo 

logically" and teaching others to "think theologically," on the problems of 

life and culture . 



4. Theological Education, If It Is to Respectfully Survive in Today's 

Academic World, Must Find Ways of Relating to the General Academic 

Community. Face-to-face conversation with the strong minds of other dis 

ciplines is necessary for theological survival. It is also an important and 

productive means of evangelism. Our professors do not propose to enter 

into any learned company without making an impact for Christ. Most of 

them feel, however, that this phase of their ministry is not understood by 

Southern Baptists generally. The men of the six seminaries would like more 

communication with each other in professional meetings and retreats. They 

want more contact with the professors of non-Baptist seminaries and they 

would like some kind of involvement with the professors of secular graduate 

schools. Very few, however, feel that the "cluster" idea, currently under 

consideration by the American Association is the answer. 

5. The Seminary Leadership Must Help the Churches Discover Themselves 

and Their True Mission in Contemporary Life. Some feel that the spiritual 

and mission stability of the churches is not what it should be. They plead 

"We must move from the superficial to depth in spiritual life. We must 

have a profound understanding and a profound commitment." A few say that 

they see redefinition of the gospel ministry and the Christian ministry as 

part of this rediscovery. Others stress renewa 1. Almost universally among 

them there is the cry for a higher type and more thoughtful Christian commit 

ment. "Reincarnation in the midst of life and not on the edges is the answer." 

Some frankly wonder if the churches are equipped fcr modern life. "Can 
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Baptists articulate their beliefs in the new situation?" They hope Baptists 

will learn to think theologically about the great issues, and that they will 

become the Christian consciences of their communities. 

6. Baptists Must Decide What They Are Going to Do with the Ecumenical 

Question. Most seminary professors feel that a new approach is needed. 

In every seminary there are one or two who firmly advocate complete identi- 

fication, "I want to enter the ecumenical movement as fully as anybody." 

"We must enter the ecumenical age and participate in the new cooperative 

projects." Most professors are not certain what the new approach should be. 

Most voices seem to be raised against organized connection at this time. 

Yet, a desire for wider contact is almost universal. Some typical statements 

are as follows: 

= Our faculty needs more contact with the ecumenical world. 

= Our seminary needs an ecumenical spirit to be willing to sit down to 
talk with others--not organization, but spirit. 

= Are Southern Baptists as a whole as opposed to ecumenical contact 
as our leaders believe? 

= As long as we fight the ecumenical movement our seminaries will 
become more isolated. 

= We must recognize the latest nostalgia for unity. 

= Baptists need to see their isolation as part of their cultural heritage 
rather than their religious heritage. 

7. Southern Baptist Theological Professors Must Become as Proficient as 

the Best Teachers in Communicating 'Their Subject Matter to Their Students. 

One of the most heartening revelations of this study was to discover that 
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seminary professors as a whole are extremely concerned about personal effi- 

ciency in communication. They are aware of the modern approaches to learn- 

ing. 

= We are going to have to change from pumping knowledge into the stu 
dent to the concept of helping students acquire skills. 

= We must become more innovative. 

= We need more professors sharing in field work program. 

= We must undertake pilot projects that may faiL 

With reference to the theological curriculum there will be more mobility 
and flexibility. 

= We must develop a willingness to develop several different kinds of 
a pproa che s . 

= We must have more' help in preparing teaching aids. 

= We need a library that functions as a learning resource center. 

Some professors see the lapsed theological literacy of their former stu- 

dents as their own failure in communication. Others feel that a pastor who 

does not know how to handle the Bible properly is a reflection on their teach- 

ing ability. One man said that he felt that better teaching was the way to 

off-set the evils of extremism now at work in the Convention. 

8. New Understanding of the Student by Seminary Professors Is A Modern 

Day Educational Imperative. As would be expected, one of the dominant 

concerns of the faculty is the contemporary student. Some feel threatened 

by the student, and all feel greatly influenced by him. The student is fore- 

ing them into greater specialization and greater thoroughness. Many feel, 
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"V\fe are not screening students efficiently." Some are of the opinion, "We 

need more direct relation to students in field work in order to help them know 

what to do .' Other opinions: 

= We must help students realize the need for continuing education. 

= We need to be concerned with the total development of students. 

= We must train students to think theologically. 

= We have been giving students too much. Most of them could pay 
tuition. 

9. All Seminaries Must Recognize That They Are Part of a Family of Agencies. 

The professors show a very high level of denominational loyalty. They 

are profoundly interested in organized Southern Baptist work. Any criticism 

they voice, is the criticism of love, and is devoutly aimed toward correcting 

a cherished cause or agency, They want to belong to the family of agencies 

and feel that other agencies should recognize them as belonging. They want 

more inter-agency communication on a common level, and not with the con- 

descension and the patrimony they often feel when others come to them to 

educate them on agency policies and programs. They want true dialogue in 

attacking and solving the problems of the denomination. Some keenly feel 

that they are not included on Convention boards and programs as they should 

be, and resent populism as a ruling principle in Convention organization and 

procedures. They would like for the true diversity of Southern Baptist life 

to be more reflected in its procedures and committees. Many feel strongly 

that the current programatic approach to the work of the churches needs cor- 



Influence in Southern Baptist Life and Work. The new education has had 

recting. The professors hope that criticisms like these will not be dismissed 

as restiveness, but accepted as honest evaluation of causes in which they 

have deep life interests. 

IO. Southern Baptists Must Find Ways of Eliminating Present Seminary. 

Competition for Students. Many of the men seemingly have considerable 

conscience about some seminary practices in recruitment of students. "We 

need money, but we don't need to pay out money to secure students." "We 

are caught in a horrible competition for students-- wasted money, dishones 

ty." "V./e need to eliminate the awful competition for students." These, of 

course, are the views of individuals, nevertheless, there is widespread dis 

satisfaction of professors with present recruitment practices. Typically, 

they have nothing better to offer at this time, and they seem to be observing 

from a partial view of the total problem. Their restlessness, however, is a 

warning that some other problems cannot be solved until this one is dealt 

with. They feel that one answer is adequate support for seminary budgets 

from the Cooperative Program. 

11. Continuing Education Is One Answer to the Seminaries' Increased 

its impact on seminary life. The professors feel that they have primary 

values to teach, and that this teaching should be done with the dynamic 

leaders of the denomination as "the ole s sroorm " Some of their observa 

tions are as follows: 

= We need continuing education that concentrates in specialization. 
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= We must prepare for more pastoral retraining because of vocational 
shift. 

= Is it true that lay persons are ministers? Then can our seminaries help 
train them?" 

= We must train men for part-time ministry. 

12. Communication of the Purposes and Procedures of Theological Education 

Must Be Improved. The professors honestly feel that the general Baptist 

public does not understand the place of seminary life in the framework of 

Baptist work and fellowship. Some of them accept part of the blame for fail- 

ure in communication. "We accuse people when all we need to do is to get 

our semantics straighteneed out." Generally, they feel that the regional 

and functional stereotyping of seminaries should be stopped, and that every 

effort should be made to secure a better image in the churches. The present 

image, some think is academic, detached and pedantic, when none of this 

is really accurate. Mose seminary professors, because of continuing inter- 

im work, have a far more intimate understanding of church life than the aver- 

age denominational worker. Steps should be taken to educate Southern Bap- 

tists concerning their seminary heritage, and to make them aware of the 

essential place of seminary education in their scheme of values. The pro- 

fessors feel the need for heart to heart talk with leaders in order to dispel 

some of the unjustified criticism of seminaries. If such conversations were 

arranged, one man said, "A great deal of the anti-educational bias could be 

overcome." 



13. Administrative Processes of the Seminaries Should Be Improved. There 

are about as many ideas of seminary administration as there are seminary 

professors. No clear course for administration change developed from the 

study except that there seemed to be general feeling that some faculty im 

provement is always needed. Most men strongly defended the regional 

character of present seminaries; they also defended the independent boards 

of trustees. A few spoke softly on the need for a central board of trustees. 

More thought a strong commission to speak on behalf of theological educa 

tion would be helpful, "We need a univocal voice--right now we speak with 

a forked tongue on theological education. A state convention would not tol 

erate an attack on the Foreign Mission Board, but distinguished visitors 

often criticize seminaries, and there is no strong voice of defense." Some 

felt that trustees should be selected with more care, and that minimum qual 

ification requirements should be established as guides by which to choose 

them. Others felt that trustees should be involved with the faculty in dis 

cussion of theological issues. No professor showed the slightest envy of a 

president and the huge administrative load he carries. 
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C. THREATS FELT BY SEMINARY PROFESSORS 

The professors were asked, "What threatens you as a seminary teacher? 11 

Being human they want to live above feeling of threat; for the same reason, 

most were quite willing to admit that there are some areas in which they 

feel threatened. Following is a summary of their remarks. It surely is not 

necessary to point out that the same rule applies here as in all the rest of 

this paper, that at best all we have is a basis for further study, and that it 

is not meant to be conclusive in any sense. Every line is subject to further 

verification and analysis. 

1. The Threat ofAdva need Education in Tension with the Established 

Stability of the Denomination. Many professors identify the general threat 

they feel with the threat academicians everywhere feel. "Reaction against 

the seminaries in 1963 may have been reaction against the growing scien 

tism in colleges." Some believe the seminaries feel a general threat more 

than other denominational agencies. "There is a sense in which vital edu 

cation creates tension for us in ways the work of other agencies never ex 

periences." Our students are often warned by people back home, "Don't 

let them tamper with your faith. 11 "It is quite obvious that there is a sus 

picion of seminary education--we are not trusted. 11 There is a tendency 

to blame leaders who follow a populistic line and who "do not want theo 

logical confrontation." One teacher said that he felt that 11 Baptists have a 

brand of fragmentation and imperialism in theology that is repugnant and 

frightening." Another said, "There are differing forces or spirits in the 
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2. The Threat of the Uneducated Pastor. One natural threat the seminary 

denomination that threaten us--exorcistic spirits." A few blame the times. 

"The world is moving so rapidly that we are often falsely judged." Many 

feel the situation has a paradoxical quality. "We are asked to have a great 

theology on the one hand, we are dared not to have it on the other." "We 

are called to walk a tight rope between the churches and the world." Most 

men and women are stimulated by this threat. 

professor feels is that his years of learning and his elaborate education 

gives him no immunity from the criticism of men and women who have only 

a fragment of his knowledge. There is an authority that develops around doc 

tors of medicine and doctors of juriprudence that doctors of theology do not 

enjoy. Baptist penchant for individual freedom when joined with the doctrine 

of the priesthood of the believer opens the way for unrestrained criticism of 

seminary teachers. The situation is not helped by what the professors al 

most surely all believe "that there is a strong anti-intellectual trend among 

us." Some believe that criticism is much stronger from pastors than from 

laymen and that "the less educated the pastor the more critical he is of the 

seminary." Other expressions of this threat are, "We are threatened by men 

of simplistic faith" and "any person who can read the King James Version 

feels he has the right to call us into judgement." 

3. The Threat of the Denominational Power Structure. Most are agreed that 

the denominational power structure is a potential threat. There is not agree 

ment as to what constitutes the power structure, and there is not much com- 
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save in the case of the distribution of funds and the 1963 Elliot controversy. 

plaint that the professors have been the victims of the power structure, 

Most men tend to symbolize the power structure under the heading of what 

might be called "pet peeve." Almost all are as quick to claim the protec- 

tion of the power structure as they are to criticize it. Most of them try very 

hard to hold a positive view of the processes of the denomination. Following 

are some of the more trenchant observations: 

= The mistrust of seminaries is seen in the Committee of Faith and Mes 
sage which did not have a trained seminarian on it. 

= The Executive Committee could be a threat under different leadership. 

= The money power of the three big boards is a threat. 

= Some of the evangelism faculties feel that the seminary faculties are 
enemies of evangelism. 

= I am pinched by Broadman' s profit principle, and that the BSSB has a 
penchant only for the majority. 

= There have been times when the Executive Committee suffered by sup 
porting us. I am disturbed by the attitude of our people toward the 
Executive Committee and the Sunday School Board. That they are 
threatened is a threat to us. 

= I am threatened by the authoritarian character of some of our denomi 
national leaders who are demagogic. 

= The power structure of the denomination is the pastors conference and 
the evangelistic conferences--this makes us open-ended theologically. 

= One of our plagues is old American unit system politics--this means 
dominant control by individuals of the elite--this is the greatest 
threat I see to our denomination. 

4. The Threat of Anonymity. Most seminary professors fear getting lost 

in the maze of denominational "multitudes and machinery," and being kept 
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from making the full contribution to leadership that their learning and their 

position entitle them to make. Something has happened, they feel, to the 

stature and renown of seminary professors. "I am treated with more con 

sideration as an interim pastor than I am as a seminary professor." They 

strongly feel that "the seminary professor is a resource that the Convention 

is not using," and "that we are available for service but not used." One 

man systematically searched the SBC Annuals and documented a decline 

in the use of seminary professors on Convention programs and committees 

and boards. This lack of use, some feel, has led to a widening gulf be 

tween them and the mainstreams of the life of the denomination. 

5. The Special Threat of Today's Student. All through this study the stu 

dent problem emerged very large in the thinking of the professors. As a 

threat, the student emerges almost overpowering. In one seminary the fac 

ulty was considerably shaken when a student stood up to interrupt a pro 

fessor's lecture to tell him, "You don't know what you are talking about." 

Among students there is a new freedom to pressure faculty and administra 

tion even for the most trivial of demands. Some professors have noted that 

"there is an inclination of students to want to check on your orthodoxy in 

the middle of classroom lectures." Some note a serious cleavage within 

student ranks, "not only in point of view, but also in spirit." It is a 

cleavage that leads students to attack each other and even the faculty. 

Teachers are sometimes told by students that they are not telling the truth 

about their freedom to teach. In some cases, students report on the pro- 
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fessor' s lectures to extremists in their home community and in this way in 

vite harsh criticism. Most professors are only mildly bothered by this prob 

lem. Most would agree with one who said, "I am glad of the new breed of 

cat--but there is a difference between the right to challenge and the chal 

lenge of belief." 

6. The Threat of Poverty. There is no question about it, nearly every semi 

nary professor feels the pressure of insufficient below-standard incomes. 

Many of them have rejected pulpits or other professorships that would pay 

more. All of them must supplement their income through speaking and writ 

ing. Some feel a certain humiliation in the disparity between what their 

peers are paid in other schools and what they are paid. They also see a gap 

between the income of pestor s of comparable abilities and themselves. One 

man said that his interim work accounted for one-third his income but cost 

him half of his energy. Several openly resented construction of seminary 

buildings instead of improvement of the faculty. There was some question 

of the differences in salaries among Southern Baptist seminaries. More 

than one man asked, "How can I educate my children?" One asked, "What 

is going to happen to me when I retire? That really bothers me." The depth 

of personal struggle can be seen in the observation of one teacher who said, 

"Is it right for my children to be robbed of their mother who mu st work, and 

for the Kingdom of God to be robbed of my talents because I must absorb my 

energies in interim work, just in order to serve a Southern Baptist seminary?" 

Related to this is the teaching overload that many professors must carry. 
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They feel that it keeps them from making a full contribution of their scholar 

ly talents to the cause of Christ. 

7. The Threat of Limitation of Prophetic Freedom. No threat gnaws at a 

professor's soul quite like the fear that he will lose his freedom to be him 

self and to teach openly out of his own insights and experience. He very 

much resents the challenge to his personal freedom. He resents even more 

that his voicing of a different view raises questions about his basic Chris 

tian loyalty. "I am not threatened by (loss of) what is usually called aca 

demic freedom; I am in a denominational school and I accept it, but I do 

wnat prophetic freedom. Southern Baptists judge me and confuse my support 

or lack of support of a particular person or a particular view for lack of sup 

port of the denomination." The fear that professors have of the loss of free 

dom is generated outside the seminary setting. It does not lie so much with 

individuals as it does with an atmosphere generated by the extremists, or as 

has already been noted, it lies in the 11 exorcistic spirits. 11 It is not so much 

felt in the classroom as it is in writing. It does not 'ar i se out of a situation 

over which the professor has control, but out of talk conducted beyond his 

personal reach. Most professors feel that they have complete freedom in 

the classroom, though some find it necessary to build hedges in order to 

establish their personal faith before discussing controversial subjects. 

Others find it bothersome to have to be anticipating students who may mag 

nify and distort what is said. Almost universal fear exists of extreme right 

wing fundamentalism that could secure rigid SBC rules that would make 
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classroom freedom impossible. 

= There is the need for a deliberate theology of freedom. 

= The churches must understand that if we are to serve the denomination 
we must be given the freedom. 

8. The Threat of Professional Obsolescence. The turbulent intellectual 

currents of our time, and the monstrous criticism of Christianity has raised 

questions in the minds of several men concerning their personal future. 

"Some of our colleagues in other schools are threatened feeling there is no 

future in theological education." This is no big thing with many men, but 

even its presence is disturbing. Part of this is due to the rise of schools 

of religion on state campuses and the alleged claim that seminary degrees 

do not qualify men for teaching in these places . Some of this fear is fed by 

the long wait of most of the men for what they feel is an adequate income. 

"We feel that our seminaries may shrivel and die because of lack of ade- 

quate support." It is also fed by the feeling of threatening spiritual deca- 

dence. "Threat is not quite the word--yet there is a threat, a soul-shatter- 

ing threat, that of dying on the vine in comfortable, underpaid,middle class, 

overprotected seminary atmosphere." Other elements of this threat are in- 

adequate sabbaticals for many of the men, teach.ing overload and insuffi- 

eient-clerical help. 

9. 3ome Miscellaneous Threats. a) Most seminary professors are wary 

of trustee relationships, and fear the effort of denominational factions who 

may try to control trustees. Most would like dialogue with trustees on im- 



porta nt seminary and theological matters. b) Some professors feel threaten- 

ed by the current emphasis on social action. "We are threatened by the pie- 

ture of untheological humanism. 11 "We are riding a popularity horse of social 

and mission action that has no theological foundation." "In 25 years I have 

been advocating the social implication of the gospel, but now I am threaten- 

ed because we may be going overboard. 11 c) Frustration in communication is 

a threat to some. Some feel that pastors stand in the way of communication 

with laymen. Others feel that most pastors have a deaf ear to theological 

ideas. Almost all feel destitute from not being able to talk frequently to 

other SBC seminary professors. 

10. Some Random Quotes on What It Means to Be Threatened. 

= The educational institution by virtue of being itself cuts off its own 
support. 

= If people know me, I am not a liberal; if they don't, I am. 

= I do not feel threatened, but I am threatened and that threatens me. 

= The internal threat hurts the most. 

= I am more threatened than challenged. 
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D. HOW THE SEMINARY FACULTIES VIEW THE WORK OF THE PASTORS 
AND CHURCHES 

In order to establish a setting for discussing the job responsibilities of 

the teachers in the seminary, we asked a preliminary question which was ' 

briefly discussed. It was, "What do you think the pa stars and churches 

think they are doing?" The answers are summarized in the following· brief 

statements. 

1. The Pastors and Churches Are Struggling Very Hard to Keep Their Work 

Alive and Vigorous. They are living through a revolution in church work, 

but not all of them know it. In spite of their struggles there is more life 

in the churches than they realize. They tend sometimes to let petty pro- 

gram failures obscure the fact that the church still remains the precious com- 

munity of promise. 

2. Most Churches and ·Pa s'tors Are Doing A Great Variety of Things. In 

some cases they are turning too many wheels and involving themselves in 

too much detail. The mass of detail means a fight to stay alive. There is 

a tendency now for churches to take programmatic approaches to their work. 

Programs tend to become goals that substitute for the proper church goals. 

The programmatic approach may be the result of the lack of emphasis on 

growth of Christian maturity. With some pastors and churches, it has ere- 

ated a narrow me cha nica 1 understanding of the gospel. 

3. Some Pastors and Churches Are Honestly Trying to Discover Their True 

Role for tl::e Times and Places They Work . The uncertain times have forced 
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an identity crisis. More serious minded pastors are leading their churches 

to establish a meaningful understanding of the vital contemporary Christian 

issues. While there is no landslide to this kind of study, there seems to 

be more than formerly. This searching depends on the interests and ability 

of the pa stars and the cultura l situation confronting the particular congre 

gation. Some of the professors are embarrassed that more of this is not 

ta king place. 

4. Pastors Still Tend to Dominate the Conqreqation. Some professors feel 

that the churches reflect the pastor's spirit, and lament that the average 

congregation can shift spirits as quickly as they change pastors. Many pas 

tors are honestly serving their churches, others are running theirs. Pa stars 

are often harassed both by the burden of their work and by restive members. 

In some cases, it is the fault of pastors who allow themselves to become too 

heavily involved in mechanics. In other cases, the pastors are driven to 

show progress as department stores show profit. On the whole, most men 

graduating from the seminaries are better qualified to deal with their prob 

lems than their predecessors. They try to secure balanced emphasis and 

are able to give and take. There is a notable lack of study by most pas- 

tors of larger churches. Some men are Ieavino the ministry and others are 

transferring to non-congregational types of Christian service. No profes- 

sor seemed to know the solution of the current restlessness. 

5. Churches and Pastors Are Struggling with the Very Important Problem 

of Evangelism. They want to win people to Christ, but suspect that some 
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Is the Exception Rather Than the Rule. Emphasis seems to be on be- 

of the methods of the past will not work in their urban situation. Some pro 

fessors feel that much current evangelism is superficial and short-lived. In 

too many cases evangelism simply means to increase the enrolment. 

6. Some Churches and Pastors Are Building Great Fellowships, but This 

longing and in being loyal to the program, though there is evidence, some 

think, for believing that there is a creeping breakdown in "program loyalty" 

and belonging merely for the sake of belonging. Most professors would like 

to see true koinonia restored to the congregations. 

7. Many Congregations Are Burdened by Large Debts. Sometimes debt 

dictates preaching; the pastor feels he must not offend the rich. Also, the 

building too often has become the accepted success symbol .. Sometimes, 

churches build buildings they don't really need merely to create an image, 

though it is doubtful that many would admit this kind of motivation. 
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E. FACULTY IDEAS OF THE PURPOSE OF SBC SEMINARIES 

The faculties were asked, "What are you doing?" The answers 

indicate generally that they are striving to do what most Baptists feel 

they should do, yet there may be subtle differences between the inter 

pretations of people and professors or what really constitutes theolog 

ical education. Many local church leaders see the theological edu 

cation task in terms of trained technicians, people who can fill their 

jobs. Most professors see their task in terms of education of men and 

women who will be qualified to serve the churches as thoughtful, en 

ergetic and innovating leaders. The differences in concepts may turn 

on the words "education" and "training" -- yet even if a professor 

uses "training" he usually means "education". Whatever the facul 

ties are doing, they are doing with serious dedication and untiring 

labor. The challenges of the times have inspired them to greater ded 

ication. "We are now doing the hardest teaching we have ever done. " 

Some of their ideas on purpose are as follows: 

1. The seminaries are engaged in education. The atmosphere of the 

seminaries is academic. The teachers are striving to be scholars and 

to contribute the fruits of their scholarship to others. This is seen in 

statements made by the professors in attempting to define their tasks. 

= We are engaged in an education program. We are in theological 



education in the broadest sense. We are not a training school. 
We are thoroughly educational in genius. 

= Theological education is education. Southern Baptist theological 
education will have to 'equtprnen to present. the deeper thirigs of" 
the Christian faith. 

= We are trying to provide solid education for our men. 

= We pursue academics for the Kingdom of God. 

The faculties frequently use the words "train" or "training" but on 

pressing, one soon discovers that even in the use of these, the men and 

women mean "education". However, the loose use of the word, "training" 

may indicate the pressure of the lay point of view. One man said, "VVe 

are too susceptible to pressure for trafning, and we 'turn out technicians 

without education. " 
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2. The student is the primary focus of Southern Baptist seminaries. 

As a reason for the teachers being the student far out-weighs research, 

analysis or any other reason. The task is not simply "educating people" 

but "educating people" for a purpose. A very frequent description of the 

faculty task is seen in the statement, "Our job is to form men for the 

ministry." Other ways of stating this idea were given as follows: 

= We open up the Bible arid prepare students to do this for 
others. 

= To help the student be prepared for Christian ministry. 

= Educate men for the Christian ministry, being careful to 
define ministry. 

= To prepare men for the Christian ministry in the Southern 
Baptist context. 



= Preparing men educationally in the broadest sense for the church. 

= Prepare men and women for the churches and the denomination. 

As might be expected the faculties emphasize qualitative formation 

of the students placed in their charge. The emphases are on breath of 

vision, deepening of the Christian faith, better vocational under- 

standing, increase in personal efficiency, better understanding of the 

Christian ministry and the need for continuing self education. These 

emphases can be seen in the following typical statements: 

= We are preparing a leadership for the churches that will 
understand the meaning of the Christian faith in the world 
in v.hich we live. 

= Enlarging their view of what the ministry is and what the 
church is. 

= In the broad sense we equip the student to have a broader 
view of the Bible and the church. 

= We must teach students to think maturely and openly. 

= I am concerned that the student be trained to think the 
ologically, that he be specifically trained for some 
aspect of the ministry, and that he be a thorough Christian. 

= To cause students to face the whole cultural and scientific 
world. 

= Communicate and apply, to be motivated in the context of 
the love of Christ. 

= My purpose is to help the student in a search for truth, and 
to honestly face the world. 

= To help students clarify the direction of their lives. 
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= Equip men with tools that they might go on to learn how to 
serve. 

= To help men on a pilgrimage. 

There is general feeling among professors that they are not in- 

terested in the making of students into carbon copies of themselves. 

The accent is on education. "All of us as a faculty want to avoid 

moulding students into images of ourselves, of getting them to think 

aswedo." 

3. Theological research is an important part of the purpose of 

Southern Baptist seminaries. The seminary professors see themselves 

as spiritual and intellectual Christian leaders, 11 seeking the truth of 

God as revealed in Jesus Christ, and attaining excellence in the pur- 

suit of truth. 11 They are the custodians of the scholarly disciplines; 

and they recognize the hazards of applying these disciplines to ideas 

held by people who generally do not understand academic traditions 

and processes. Most would agree with one teacher who said, 11 Sem- 

inaries are avant-qarde and are bound to create tension." The 

range of faculty concern on this point is indicated in the following 

general statements: 

= We are honestly trying to understand the society in which we 
live. 

= We are interpreters of where we are going. 

= Understanding, meaning, relevance, creativity -- these are 
factors in our purpose. 
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4. Southern Baptist seminaries clearly have a denominational 

function. Most of the men and women teachers gladly and willingly 

accept their role as Southern Baptist teachers of religion. They are 

practicing churchmen whose interest in the cause of Christ is as 

great as their interest in their special disciplines. Because they 

are Southern Baptist churchmen and because they teach in Southern 

Baptist seminaries they feel that they have a theological responsibility 

to the denomination, which can be fulfilled only through intensive 

study and research. They think that service to the denomination in- 

volves their right and re spons ibi lttv to be fully creative in their own 

disciplines. They believe that they have the responsibility to throw 

the light of their disciplines on the problems faced by the denomination 

and the churches. They are not content to be contain·ed in the class 

room and to deal exclusively with the student mind. They want the 

full freedom of their disciplines and they want the right to speak 

prophetically to Southern Baptists. 

= What we do outside class is as important as what we do in 
class. 

= A part of our job is a direct teaching ministry to Southern 
Baptists. 

= It is our responsibility to examine Southern Baptist life in 
a friendly way. 

= We must heighten and expand spiritual insights. 
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= Vve are individually trying to prepare constructive critique 
of Southern Baptist activity while at the same time being 
properly loyal. 

= We are trying to create a distinctive style of church leader 
who can be both prophetic critic and a loyal Baptist. 



The teachers were asked, "What do you think the pastors and churches 

F. WHAT THE FACULTIES THINK OTHERS THINK THEY ARE DOING 

think you are doing?" The purpose was to discover the disparities between 

the popular concepts and the actual practices of seminary education. In the 

opinion of the professors many Southern Baptists have an inaccurate under- 

standing of theological education. Many of their views are contradictory; 

in fact, there seems to be paradoxical opinions of theological education 

by many pastors and churches. As will all the rest of this study, this point 

needs to be carefully checked with empirical data. Until the true facts are 

known we do not have much of a chance of correcting either the wrong views 

of the people or the professors. Following are some of the thoughts of the 

professors on what others think with the paradoxes indicated: 

1. Among the professors .there .seems to be universal .feeling that the 

people believe the seminaries exist a.s training schools. 

= The people think of the seminary as a technical school. 

= The average pastor and layman see the seminaries as putting out men 
who can ad:lminister the program. 

= A monastery is apparently what they have in mind. 

= The pastors and people want us to give them leaders who can make the 
program. 

= They think we are training the pastors and educational leaders we get. 

= They would put the emphasis on training, not education. 

= I would like the image of our seminaries to be dispelled that all we do 
is to teach 'Baptist doctrine and that we are enemies cf the churches. 



= Many pa stars feel honestly that wrong directions are being taken by 
the seminaries. 

2. There is a vague .notion that the seminaries a.re teaching the Bible, 

and at the same time Some distrust of the seminaries on doctrinal matters. 

= The way pastors call on us for Bible studies and conferences--they 
seem to trust us. 

= Many people think we are teaching the Bible. 

= Students and churches in the hinterlands look on the seminaries as 
God's institutions. 

= The churches think our men are not dealing with the Bible as it applies 
to their situation. 

= They think we are teaching the Bible. 

= People think we are ivory towers, because , of the product we send 
them. 

= I encounter alarming degrees of suspicion that the people hold of our 
seminaries. 

= A great many are a little su sprcrou s , and are grateful that their pastors 
have gotten through the seminary without losing their faith. 

= General desire for an educated ministry in polarity with distrust of 
education. 

3. Most People $eem to see the seminaries .majoring on the p'a storal 

ministries with .an ceca sional reference to education and mu s ic . 

= The farther you get from the seminary, the more people think we are 
teaching the preachers to preach. 

= They think we are teaching pastoral ministries. 

= The churches think we are preparing leaders for the churches and for 
missionaries. 



4. Some of the professors feel that t'here is .a strong anti-intellectualism 

= Most church folk have a limited concept of what we are doing but would 
be in agreement that we are training preachers, with now and then ref 
erence to RE and music. 

in the churches that takes the seminaries as its chief target. 

There is a basic anti-intellectualism loose in the congregations. 

= We are not about to have a faith and order commission because our 

people don't want to face theological issues. 

= The popular idea is that we are du 11, academic and ponderous . 

= The churches feel we are not relevant to their situation. 

= They think we are turning out gingerbread men. 

= The people think we are more liberal than we are. 

= Some churches think we ruin young men, that we take warm eggs 
and hatch cold turkey. 

5. The people and the pastors do riot always use the r.ight criteria 

in judqinq the seminary. S:ome of the .factors in wronq judqment are 

as follows: 

= They judge from rumor and second hand experience. 
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= They judge without really giving much thought to the seminaries. 

= Real criticism is almost always engendered by leaders. 

= They allow power structures to influence their thinking. 

6. Some miscellaneous images .held by p,astors and people of seminary work. 

= Most don't have any idea what we are doing. 

= They think we are ruining the church music program. 

= They don't care whether we are relevant or not, for they don't 
want relevance. 
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PART II INTERVIEWS OF THE PRESIDENTS 

The presidents were most cooperative in the interviews. Naturally their 

statements were temperate and guarded. The great difficulty was the lack of 

time, and the impossibility of repeat sessions to enable the interviewers and 

the presidents to critically re-examine what was said in the first sessions. 

It should be said here as it has been frequently said in this paper that what 

we have in this report is only the first step toward real understanding. No 

presidents would agree with all the statements. The material is useful only 

as it provides a basis for further study and analysis. The statements at best 

are observations that need to be carefully weighed and improved. 

A. THE TRENDS IN THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 

The presidents were asked to talk about their concerns for theological 

education. Following are listed some of their comments: 

= There is an emerging philosophy that theological education should 
be in the context of all higher education. 

= The prevailing philosophies of education do not dominate our theologi 
cal education, but their presence would have to be recognized. The 
prevailing evidence is the drive for academic excellence. 

== For 12 years there has been a national tendency for theological edu 
cation to move away from the churches. The strong emphasis on the 
education of teachers (for colleges) may lead us into a dead end 
street. 

= Theological education in the United States since 1957 seems to have 
been on a plateau. 

= The role of theological education in the United States has dimin 
ished slightly the values placed upon it by students. 



= Everyone is tending toward unorganized ecumenicity except the local 
pastor. 

= Theological education in the United States has been doubling in cost 
each decade since 1940. 

= We are moving toward a Christian theology that is informed and tested 
by philosophy and ethics. 

= Southern Baptists are not in the structure of ecumenism, nor near it - 
but examine our libraries and our expositions and see our affinities 
with the thinking of other denominations. 

= Our faculties are better educated than ever before, but their effec 
tiveness in teaching may have diminished. 

The expansion of our seminaries into lay education has been gradual 
over the years. An example is church music. 

= The contemporary activism of Baptist pastors grows out of the fact 
that many of them feel there is nothing else to do. 

= There are many myths among traditional and avant-garde SBC leaders 
concerning theological education. 

= There is a myth that Southern Baptists have changed. The truth is that 
only a part have changed. 

= w·e assume that the cultural patterns of our churches are changing. 
This may not be true. The dominant motiff in many churches is that 
of the half time churches of 30 years ago. 

= I get worried at the little importance attached to Baptist distinctives. 
Even faculty members sometimes discredit them. 
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B. THE FUTURE OF SOUTH:RN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 

Frequently in the interviews we asked the presidents, "What do you 

see in the future for theological education? " Following are some of their 

answers: 

= We must have a deeper understanding of man and of the culture in 
which he lives. 

= It is time to do some innovation. I feel it right here in my city. 
We must get involved in the inner city and its problems. 

= We Southern Baptists do not live in a vacuum. There cannot be 
significant retreat in theological education. 

= We must work out our priorities. We must decide what is most 
essential to the achievement of our purpose in the denomination. 

= Decision on future expansion of theological education should be 
made in view of the existing total programs of the seminaries in the 
Southern Baptist Convention. 

= We must eliminate the fat from our seminaries without damage to 
healthy tissue. At the same time we must realize that what is left 
will cost more money. 

= Please realize that I know that changes are inevitable. Our times 
are revolutionary. We must face it. 

= The revolutionary developments in communication will greatly in 
fluence our seminaries. 

= In the past theological education has been a unifying force in the 
Southern Baptist Convention. It may become devisive. 

We must develop better criteria for effective teaching and admin 
istration. 

= We need in-style forms of Christian witness. There will be per 
sonal work in the future as there has been in the past. 

There is going to be more demand for extension type of continuing 
education for ministers. 



= We cannot expect help from the university departments of religion 
for the training of Christian leaders. They are secularly oriented 
and use rabbis and Buddhists. I do not think they will draw away 
from us to any appreciable extent. 

= I dream about a pattern of theological education that would meet the 
needs of the day and double academic interest. It can be done 
through "a free performance - related curriculum" centering in full 
sessions, dialogue, the use of the library as a resource tool, and 
supervised field work in the churches. The dream gets bigger and 
bigger. I soar and soar and then I think about money and the for 
mula. Poof! How can we get freed up as long as the formula hangs 
over our heads? 



C. THE UNIQUENESS OF SBC THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 

Both presidents and faculty were asked, "What is unique about South- 

ern Baptist theological education?" Following is a brief summary of their 

answers: 

= In Southern Baptist life ordination precedes seminary education. 

= Our seminaries do not charge tuition. 

= We work closely with others but not within the framework of organ 
ized ecumenism. 

= We have the solid support of our churches through the Cooperative 
Program. 

= We provide for some students without college degrees and for others 
with sub-B averages. 

We look for students with some sense of divine call. 

= Our seminaries are larger than average. 

= We strongly emphasize the pastoral ministry in all our seminaries. 

= We are expected to hold a creatively conservative position. 

= The Convention has assumed responsibility for the support of the 
seminaries. 

= We are church related and church centered. 

= Our seminaries are stronger in evangelistic emphasis than others. 

= Southern Baptist seminaries heavily accent religious education and 
church music. 

= Southern Baptist seminaries are probably more biblically oriented 
than other seminaries. 

Regarding the unique qualities of each of the six SBC seminaries, 

the presidents have the following to say: 
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:::: The functions of the six seminaries are identical but semantically 
there are great differences. 

= You would expect some alikeness in most cases. There is some over 
lapping. 

= The difference in the seminaries is more in the public images of their 
presidents than in the character of their faculties. 

= I doubt our seminary is much different from the others. 



D. PRESIDENT OPINIONS OF SEMINARY STUDENTS 

The presidents were asked such questions as, "What students do you 

admit or not admit?" and "What is the prevailing student mood?" Follow- 

ing are some of the comments of the presidents in response to these ques- 

tions: 

1. Prevailing student mood 

== Students attend chapel when there is an appeal to the modern mood - 
drama tics, music, etc. 

= We have some students who are aware of religious purpose, but who 
have not defined their vocational aims. 

= We have a handful of students critical of the denomination, probably 
4 to 5 percent . 

= Students that come from colleges where chapel is required are the 
first to drop chapel here. 

= Sometimes our faculty over stresses the decline in student quality. 

= 70- 7 5 percent of our students are already at work in the local chur 
ches. 

= Our students are highly motivated to expose themselves to these 
disciplines. 

= Baptist colleges are generating some of the anti-church, anti 
denominational students. 

= The commitment of the students today reflect wider Baptist defi 
nition of the ministry. 

Seminary students reflect the modern student mood, yet they have 
many characteristics that university students don't have. 

::::: We are getting more students who don't know where they are going. 

= Today's students have less regard for tradition, decorum. This has 
greatly accelerated in the past five years. 
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All the seminaries will accept non-degree persons, though now the 

= More and more men come to the seminary to find out what they want 
to do. 

== Students lack respect and awe of professors. 

= Too many of our students are theologically correct and mentally lazy- 
products of a professional approach and come to the seminary be 
cause it is required for good pastorates. 

2. The admittance of students 

= The churches have no standards hence there are no standards for 
the student entering school. 

= Presently we take students the churches recommend, but they are 
perfunctory in recommendation, hence we get lower grades of 
students. 

= Exposure to the right kind of pre-seminary work is important. 

total makes up less than 10 percent of the total. Most schools require only 

a B.S. or B.A. for admittance to degree work. All schools will accept stu- 

dents of other denominations. At least three have or have had Catholic 

students. There may be more of a tendency now to accept students without 

definite vocational commitments. Lay persons are admitted provided their 

intentions are honest and clear. All seminaries require testing on enrol- 

ment. One president says, "25 percent of our enrolment show personality 

problems that could lead to trouble. 11 
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The presidents were asked, "How do Southern Baptist se.n:inaries co- 

E. HOW SBC SEMINARIES PRESENTLY COOPERATE 

operate?" Following are answers given to this question. 

l. The effort to secure larger allocation of funds. 

2. The Seminary Extension Department. 

3. The Inter-Seminary Council in a large number of affairs such as 
records, business procedures, library operations, public relations, 
etc. 

4. The annual meeting of the presidents of the seminaries. 

5. The interchange of information for mutual benefit. 

6. The distribution of funds through a mutually agreed upon formula. 

7. The exchange of credits for work done by students. 

8. The presentation of seminary work to SBC and state conventions. 
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9. The annual presentation of budgets to the Executive Committee. 

The above do not clearly distinguish between areas of cooperation and 

ways in which cooperation is accomplished. From the view point of the re- 

porter, each of the above areas need to be though through, and the ways 

and means of cooperation made clear to persons interested in Southern 

Baptist Seminary education, yet outside its intimate circle. Future co- 

operation is a little less clear. Most presidents doubted that further dra- 

matic cooperation would be possible. Some areas that might offer possi- 

bility are as follows: 

10. The development of cooperation in highly specialized curriculum 
offerings. 

' : 



13. The balancing of enrolment among the seminaries. 

11. The development and application of a plan for evaluation of seminary 
education. 

12. The sharing of internal information on such things as salaries and 
program costs • 

14. The increased exchange of faculty. 

15. The exchange of services and materials between libraries. 
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F. STATED AND UNSTATED POLICIES THAT CONTROL SOUTHERN BAPTIST 
CONVENTION SEMINARIES 

The question was asked, "What are the stated and unstated policies that 

control Southern Baptist Convention seminaries?" The unstated policies were 

considered by some of the presidents to be just as important, if not more im- 

portant than stated policies. One man frankly said, "I am more aware of 

unwritten law than written law." Unstated policies listed are as follows: 

1. Unstated policies 

a) Southern Baptists as a people have assumed responsibility for theologi 
cal education. 

= Denominational responsibility has always been a determining factor in 
shaping the seminaries .. Boyce wanted denominational approval but 
was afraid he would not get it. 

= A violation of the policy of confessional identity would negate the 
responsibility of Southern Baptists. 

b) Southern Baptist seminaries are available to all who want to attend. 

It was frequently pointed out by the presidents that one of the dis- 

tinctives of the Southern Baptist seminaries is that under some conditions 

most of them open their doors to students of sub-standard preparation. It 

was also noted that none of our schools maintain true graduate standards 

for all students matriculating. Laymen, who profess no avowed church 

vocation purposes, are also sometimes admitted. These entrance policies 

are held to be more reflective of the interests and concerns of the churches 

than of graduate education. 

c) The conservative doctrinal stance of the churches 



Both presidents and faculty would quickly admit that Southern Baptist 

churches have a strong conservative flavor which greatly influence the 

seminaries. 

= Our churches want theological stance that is consistent with the 
doctrines of conversion and revelation. 

= Our churches want seminaries that will defend the denomination. 

Do the churches set standards for the seminaries? I think so under 
our SBC circumstances. 

d) The activism prevailing in Southern Baptist churches calls for a 
special kind of curriculum. 

The demands of the churches created our unique schools of edu- 

cation and music. The heavy accent on evangelism has required depart- 

ments of evangelism. 

= An unstated policy is the strong emphasis on Bible, evangelism 
and missions. 

= The religious education orientation of our churches imposes on us 
requirements not imposed on others. 

e) The prevailing mindset of the denomination on subjects of public 
interest tends to proscribe seminary policy and action. 

This policy arises out of the church and denominational res pons I- 

bility for the seminaries. 

= The racial attitudes of the churches have affected the seminaries. 

= Our convention's attitude on federal aid helps determine the shape 
of our schools. This applies more to the colleges than the seminaries. 

f) The fact that the seminary is part of a political complex and is subject 
to political pressures of the convention 

= The mindset in denominational leadership requires cooperation among 
the six presidents not required .of the other agencies. 
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= The pressure for keeping step with the other five seminaries centers 
in the formula. 

The composition of the board of trustees is an unwritten policy that 
determines the school's direction. 

g) The in -thing in the theological community is Christendom that has to 
do with the professors' status in the eyes of their peers. 

h) The general expectation that Southern Baptist seminaries will offer 
education on a tuition basis 

This is a policy that is also stated for some of the seminaries. The 

fact that the Convention has rejected a proposal to charge tuition may 

establish this as stated policy. 

i) The determination of most of the churches to hold themselves aloof 
from the ecumenical world also constitutes a strong but unstated policy. 

Not all presidents would agree on this compendium. Most confess it 

j) The tacit denominational understanding that Baptist seminaries shall 
employ only loyal Baptists as professors 

is difficult to isolate unstated policies. This reporter strongly feels that 

this list needs both expansion and refinement. 

2. Stated policies. There are more stated policies than unstated ones. 

Naturally not all these stated policies would apply in all seminaries. The 

comprehensive list compiled from the listings of the presidents are pre- 

sented with definition as follows: 

a) The charters of seminaries 

All seminaries have charters to which they are obligated by law, and 

require the approval of the Southern Baptist Convention. 

b) The by-laws of the seminaries 



This document lists the seminaries as agencies of the Convention and 

All the seminaries have by-laws which control the operations of their 

boards and which may be amended on the vote of the boards. 

c) The Constitution and by-laws of the Southern Baptist Convention 

provides for the election of their trustees. 

d) The Business and Financial Plan of the Southern Baptist Convention 

This plan has the force of by-law and is applicable to all agencies and 

committees of the Convention. 

e) The Program Statements of the Southern Baptist Convention 

These statements also have the force of by-laws and can be changed 

only on the approval of tre Convention. 

f) The policy statements approved by the boards of trustees and/or the 
faculties of the seminaries 

All the seminaries have policies of internal control set by either their 

boards or their faculties. These include policies of employment and dis- 

missal, entrance requirements, curriculum tenure, faculty qualifications 

and many other internal matters. 

g) The statements of purpose printed in the catalogues of the seminaries. 

These statements are usually approved by boards and trustees, but not 

usually by the Convention. 

h) The curriculum plans approved by the boards and faculties and printed 
in the catalogues 

The plans, especially requirements for graduation, usually remain in 

force as long as the students are in the seminaries who enrolled under these 
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plans. 

i) Convention approval of charters, 

This requirement put the seminaries under special obligations not 

usually carried by other seminaries. 

j) The abstract of principles to which the professors must subscribe 

This does not apply to all Southern Baptist seminaries, but where 

applicable it constitutes a very strong control. 

k) The manner in which undesignated funds are distributed to Southern 
Baptist agencies 

The seminaries are members of a family of 21 agencies receiving 

direct help from the Southern Baptist Convention Cooperative Program. 

1) The policies of the accreditation associations of which the seminaries 
are members 

The most important one is the American Association of Theological 

Schools. Others include accreditation association for music and religious 

education and the regional accreditation associations. Another important 

one, though only indirectly, is the Association of American University 

Professors. 

m) The requirement that the seminaries shall offer education on a non 
tuition bas is . 

Though followed by all seminaries there is at least one for which it 

is not a stated requirement. 

As with the unstated policies, this list needs expansion and refine- 

ment. 
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G. CRITERIA USED BY VARIOUS GROUPS IN EVALUATION OF THE SEMINARIES 

The presidents were asked what criteria different groups used in judg 

ing the seminaries. The answers indicated general agreement in most cases. 

The summary of answers are as follows: 

1. Criteria used by the professors 

a) The quality of students admitted to the seminaries 

Do the seminaries accept only students who can keep up with the 

work done at graduate level? Do the students compare favorably with stu 

dents in other graduate schools? What is their spiritual quality? "Student 

response to the teachers to them (the teachers} in their teaching relative 

intelligence and dedication determines the teachability of persons." 

b) Its academic integrity of the faculty 

Are professors allowed to teach their own mind and heart? How 

helpful is the administration in maintaining the integrity? 

c) The prestige building power of the seminary for its faculty and graduates 

Does it have the image of respectability in the minds of its consti 

tuency, the leadership of the denomination and the professors of other 

seminaries' 

d) The adequacy of seminary finance 

Does it provide salaries comparable to like institutions? Are other 

benefits adequate? Does it provide money for travel to conventions and 

professional meetings? 



e) The quality and size of the library 

Does it offer a full range of materials in each discipline? Does it 

provide for annual accessions on a worthy basis? How complete is its 

research materials? Are the materials adequately housed? Is the library 

well managed? 

f) The faculty- student ratio 

Must teachers teach too many hours? Is there adequate time for study? 

Are classes so large that effective teaching is difficult? 

g) The conveniences provided for the professors 

Is there adequate and comfortable office space? Are classrooms 

built for maximum communication? Are there carrels in the libraries avail 

able for special study? Is secretarial help provided? Is there adequate and 

convenient parking!' 

h) What opportunity is given for participation in professional societies 

Do the administration and the trustees regard participation as a means 

of professional growth? Is participation financed? 

i) The sabbatical program of the seminary 

Is it cheerfully and generously administered? Does the administration 

help in securing research grants? Are sabbatical achievements recognized by 

the administration? 

j) The performance of graduates 

Do the alumni of the institution bring the reputation for dignity and 

scholarship to the seminary? Do the alumni perform in keeping with the 
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standards upheld in the seminary? 

k) The opportunities for denominational service 

Are the professors of this school invited to serve on denominational 

committees and study groups? Do they have frequent speaking opportuni 

ties in the churches and in denominational meetings? Do denominational 

leaders seek their advice? 

1) Faculty awareness of the vital issues of theological education 

Do the teachers and administration relate to the great streams of 

Christian thought in the world today? 

2. Criteria used by trustees 

a) Are the seminary faculty administration and student body happy 

Is there good rapport and fellows hip on the campus? Is there 

broken fellowship? Is petty bickering held to a minimum? What is the 

general morale? 

b) How big is the school in comparison with other schools 

Is it holding its own enrolment of students? Is it gaining students? 

If it is falling behind in enrolment, what are the reasons? 

c) Does the performance of the faculty evoke critical mail 

Is there whispering about the seminary? Is the trustee under 

alumni and church pressure to change things? 

d) How are the finances of the school handled 

Are we keeping within income? Are we able to raise some money 

on the side? Are our reserves intact? 
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e) What kind of graduates are we producing 

Are .they willing to work? Do they stand by the faith? Are they 

dedicated to their work? Are they willing to be accepted into the pro 

fessional fellowship? 

f) Is the president efficient in performing his duties 

Can he exercise faculty leadership? Is he acceptable to the chur- 

ches? 

As sharp as these questions sound, they do not represent all the 

areas in which the trustees judge the seminaries. It must be borne in 

mind that "different trustees have different standards of judgment reflect 

ing their own convictions, philosophy, background and training." It also 

is helpful to remember that "The trustees do not usually ask questions 

about the educational quality of the institution. They do not go deeply 

into any issues unless the administrators lead them. They must be led, 

and will get bored at times. Trustees will not ask the questions that 

are needed to develop understanding of a policy." 

3. The criteria used by churches 

There may be differences in the way churches and pastors judge the 

seminaries. One president observed, "Churches judge our seminary more 

simplistically than pastors. They are harsher in judgment and require a 

more rigid adherance to the past." 

Different kinds of churches make different kinds of judgments. 
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University and urban churches are more liberal. There is wide variance in 

the attitudes of different geographical areas. Most churches tend to look 

at the seminaries through the experiences and observations of their pastors. 

A summary of the suggested criteria used by churches and pastors is listed 

as follows: 

a) The products of the seminary 

Can they do the work r Do they fit in? Do they have the attitude 

of ministers? 

b) Are the pastors competent in the pulpit 

Can they preach r Do they have fire? Are they dedicated! Can they 

get along with the people? Are they true to the Bibler 

c) Is the budget balanced 

Are finances properly handled? Is the president a good money raiser? 

Does the seminary live within the budqet r 

d) Does the seminary have a good reputation 

Has it created trouble? Does it have enemies ·r What are the atti 

tudes of alumni? 

e) Do the professors make good interim pastors 

Can they preach': Are they appable? Are they extreme in their views? 

Do they fit in? Are they compassionate and helpful? 

f) Does it truly represent the Baptist faith 

Is it lo ya l ? Is it true to its confe s s ion i Is it true to the Bible': 



4. The criteria used by pastors 

There can be no single point of view of all pastors. One president 

thought, "The differences among our seminaries may be attributable to the 

seminaries, 11 probably meaning that a school has a tendency to recreate 

its own special style in its graduates. There is a definite difference in the 

judgments of friendly and unfriendly pastors. "The critical pastors are 

judging us in the light of their own frustrations, 11 and the 11 sympathetic 

pastors want moderate academic excellence for the sake of truth, to turn 

out men capable of gaining the respect of the community and who are co 

operative with the denominational program down to the associational level." 

Some of the standards suggested are as follows: 

a) The theological stance of the school 

b) The performance of graduates as they enter the service of the churches 

c) The attitudes of the faculty toward pastors and churches 

d) The quality of the faculty 

e) The growth of the seminary 

f) The public acceptance of the seminary 

S. Criteria used by alumni 

The alumni of a seminary tend to look at the school in ways different 

from non-alumni. They may take a proprietary interst in the school and 

show more interest in its welfare than others. Being an alumni does not 

automatically mean one is free of criticism of his alma mater. It may mean 

a harsher criticism of the administration if things don't go to please him. 
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However, most alumni may tend to overlook inconsistencies which they 

harshly criticize in others. Some of the ways alumni judge seminaries 

are as follows: 

a) By its success in properly preserving the seminary's tradition 

b) In terms of their own student experience 

It is difficult for alumni ever to see the school except in terms of the 

conditions prevailing when he was a student. 

c) By the faculty competence 

Do they write books? Do they appear before denominational groups 't 

Are they friendly? Are they quoted? 

d) By the opportunities provided for professional help offered for alumni 

Are there conferences, institutes and seminars for continuing educa 

tion? Are the professors available for conferences in the churches and 

associations? 

e) By the general impression the seminary makes 

Does it have strength in the denomination r Is it in good fellowship 

with other seminaries? Does it cause trouble! 

f) By the increase in enrolment 

Does it hold its own with other seminaries'; If it shows a loss, does 

it come back the next year r 

6. Criteria used by students 

Both faculty and presidents are very sensitive to student opinion. 

Because of the student revolution they may be listening more to students 



than any other constituency group, perhaps because students are "critical 

in recruitment. " 

Most presidents would agree that "styles of judgment of students 

change as they reflect the changing times. 11 In recent years the students 

have stated their ideas more forcibly than other groups. Some of the things 

the presidents think students want from the seminaries are listed below. 

a) Availability of faculty members for individual and informal group dis 
cussion 

There is a tendency of a few professors to resist student demands, 

being as one president put it, "on the high and mighty side." 

b) The intellectual excitement generated in the classroom 

Transmission of data is no longer a criteria. Students fuss about 

teachers who see themselves as "transmitters of objective material. 11 

Above all else students demand good teaching by sincere teachers. They 

are apt to speak out against poorly prepared or dull teachers. 11 Most stu- 

dents want a learning seminary. They want to be taught." 

c) The conveniences such as lighting, air-conditioning, parking, student 
center, book store, cafeteria, etc. 

Most students have come through affluent colleges where conveniences 

are accepted as necessities. It is difficult for them to visualize education 

under primitive or austere conditions such as most of the trustees and 

faculty have experienced. 

d) The learning resources available such as library, language lab, closed 
circuit TV and clinical training 
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• The student is caught up in the new education that spreads learning 

across the total human experience. He sees the classroom as only part of 

his education. 

e) The availability of courses in his special interest area 

Most students seem to feel that general education does not fit them 

for service, and demand more elective and specialized courses. "They 

want tools so that when they get away from here (the seminary) they will 

have something to work with. 11 

f) The opportunities in the churches and other places for earning a living 

Is there a good placement office? Are student pastors, etc., accepted? 

Does the faculty penalize students for working? 

g} The academic excellence of the school 

Is it accredited rt Do pastors and college teachers respect it? What 

is its general image? 

7. Criteria used by the accrediting associations 

Accrediting association criteria tend to be more objective. "Theirs is 

a composite judgment of the academic community as to what is excellent at 

the moment they make their judgment. 11 Their objective judgment may be 

colored by the subjective styles at a given time in history. 

They do not generally give doctrinal direction, though it appears to 

some of the presidents, perhaps all, that there is a strong ecumenical 

predilection especially in the American Association. Any disadvantages 

of identifying with the associations are strongly outweighed by the advan- 



tages. Some of the criteria is listed as follows: 

a) The competence of the faculty 

Are they truly educated? Do they have valid deqrees r Are they 

professionally acceptable! 

b) The educational goals, objectives and programs of the seminary 

They are not much interested in the substance of the objectives as 

they are in their existence, and that they are clearly stated. 

c) The faculty-student ratio 

Are our teachers over burdened? Do they teach too many hours! 

Do they have time for research and professional dialogue? 

d) The adequacy of the library 

Is it complete in all categories? Are new books added yearly! 

Is it well staffed! Are study facilities adequate r 

e) The adequacy of seminary finances 

Is property in good condttton r Is there adequate endowment? 

f) The freedom of the faculty 

Are teachers given academic freedom! Are the confessional require 

ments of the school too strident? 

g) The competence of the student body 

Are the students college qraduate s ? Can they do work at the gradu 

ate level? 

h) The communication between the school and the academic world 

• Are teachers encouraged to participate in professional associations? 

Is there conversation with neighboring faculties? 



• i) Creative innovation 

Is the school free to move in new educational directions? Are teachers 

encouraged to innovate r Do teachers make use of the modern devices and 

techniques? 

j) The general tone of the school 

Is there a will to excel lence? Is the atmosphere truly academic r 

Does the school swing with the times? Is it a place to be proud on 

k} The freedom of the school from outside interference 

Do the patrons try to interfere in the seminary's internal affairs? 

Do the trustees understand their ro Ie ? Are teachers allowed a full voice 

in curriculum matters: Is tenure properly handled? 

8. Criteria used by the Executive Committee and its staff 

One president is of the opinion that with respect to Executive Com 

mittee judgment, "It is heavily numbers and public relations conscious and 

that it is trying self-consciously to represent the denomination." Some of 

the criteria is as follows: 

a} The financial responsibility of the seminary 

Does the seminary stay within the Convention's business and finan 

cial plan? Does it wisely spend its money? Does it practice good budget 

ing procedures 'r 

b) The administrative efficiency of the seminary 

Does the seminary have good internal control? Does the board of 

trustees have full responsibility'? Does the administration keep the faculty 

under control? 

- 7 'I}- 



• c} The denominational responsbility of the seminary 

Does the seminary respect both the law and the spirit of the Conven 

tion r Does it do things that help the churches achieve their objeotive s ? 

Does it break fellowship or make trouble in the denomination? Are we dis 

turbing anything? Do the six presidents work together? 

d) The products of the seminary 

Are graduates taking responsible places in the churches and denomi 

nation? Are they friendly to the orcantze tion r 

e) The public image of the seminary 

Does the school make a good impression on the pastors and churches 

of the denomination? Are the faculty and students happy, and does the 

denomination feel their ha ppine s s ? Are there bones of contention and 

roots of bitterness that disturb the pastor and churches r~ 



H. TO\fl!ARD DEFINING OBJECTIVES FOR SBC THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 

The presidents were asked to discuss the problems and preliminary 

assumptions in the definition of objectives. The replies were unstructured 

and at random. Following are listed most of the remarks under the headings: 

1. General remarks on seminary objectives, and 2. Some assumptions look- 

ing toward seminary objectives. 3. Questions that will help define objectives. 

It should be kept in mind that these are preliminary statements in need 

of expansion and refinement. 

1. General Remarks On Seminary Objectives. 

= Though at times I feel this quest for objectives is silly, I realize that 
others do not accept my objectives and know that it is not silly. 

= The points of view are different. Even the assumptions of the presi 
dents may not be compatible, still we must try. 

= The seminaries provide practically all of the leadership of the conven 
tion today. 

= The 11 social action maelstrom, 11 including the Crisis Statement is an 
internal force directly confronting SBC theological education, and has 
bearing on its character and its concepts. 

= If all our seminaries are doing is turning out social workers, drop the 
seminaries! But if we believe the things we say we believe, and our 
ministry has a spiritual dimension -- then our seminaries must take on 
a special dimension. 

= The objectives of seminary education in our times will turn on the re 
lation of the seminaries to what is happening in religion departments 
in the colleges. 

= Whatever else we do people think we are turning out pastors. 

= We have not properly interpreted theological education in its position 
as related to missions and the interests of the Sunday School Board. 



= The mission enterprise is now in internal convulsion -- I speak pri 
marily of foreign missions though what is happening to home missions 
may be just as significant. Like a mighty tide affecting everything 
before it, this convulsion will affect theological education. 

= Theological education purposes will be difficult to define because 
the Convention has not defined the ministry. 

The popularity of state evangelisti~e Southern Baptist 
seminary education. These conferences reflect the most learned as 
well as the boys at the forks of the road. 

= 

= Foreign mission experience in theological education tells you a lot 
about the nature and purpose of our seminaries. 

= Our denominational structure including the Executive Committee and 
the Inter Agency Council is bound to have bearing on theological educa 
tion. 1/1."e have gotten too large not to have these structures. 

= Southern Baptists want seminaries in the middle of the road, not funda 
mentalistics or liberalistics. 

= Seminary faculties sometimes seem to want to make theological schools 
into graduate schools Qgr ~· 

= The seminary problem is seen in the tension between the concept of 
the people that we train pastors and missionaries and the fact that we 
are moving more and more into the training of lay people. 

= Our problem in defining seminary objectives is the definition in re 
lation to the popular mind. 

= Forming the ministry has to do with taking the minister in the rough 
and making him into a Christian minister. Does the faculty merely 
teach things or does it take responsibility for shaping the young 
minister into a shepherd-pastor? Do we assume responsibility for 
the Kingdom of God ? 

= Some of our professors know their professional colleagues in other 
schools better than they know the Baptist pastor -- this tells you 
something about our objectives. 

= The formation theories of some professors point toward scholarship 
but not toward the Baptist pastorate. 

= You will find that seminary professors have widely divergent goals. 



2. Some Assumptions Looking Toward Seminary Objectives 

= It will relieve tension for a school to find out what it can and cannot 
do. 

a) Vile must face the difference between professional ministry and Christian 
ministry. 

b) Objectives may be determined by finding out the relations emphasis put 
on scholarship and the actual how-to preparation for the ministry. 

c) Vile must resolve the question, "What is a theological seminary?" It 
is a graduate school for professional competence and for research at gra 
duate level, or is it oriented to church leadership needs? 

= Southern Baptist theological education should be related currently 
to the needs students are meeting in the ministry. 

= Southern Baptist seminary education must explore the many ways of 
communicating the gospel. 

= Seminary education must develop an understanding of the church as 
something more than a routine meeting for spiritual exercise. 

= In fixing their objectives Southern Baptist leaders must consider their 
Baptist commitments as over against Southern Baptist Commitments. 

= Admission standards are a problem and will speak to our objectives; 
and until the problem of admission standards is solved our motives 
will not be the purest. 

= Our objectives should preserve the right of Baptist churches to remain 
aloof from other churches. 

= We must achieve wider legitimate education goals without destruction 
of our seminary base and heritage and without creating impossible finan 
cial burdens. 

= Our seminaries should not major on "social engineers" or 11 social 
manipulators," but pastors of churches. 

= Our seminaries need to produce men, "unafraid to be secular, unafraid 
to be religious. " 

= We must seek to be a participating partner of the higher education com 
munity. 



In the fall of 1968 this reporter asked each of the presidents, "What 

= \A!hat about continuing education for graduates? This should be a 
part of the consideration in "forming our objectives. 

= Our schools should be Baptist institutions, completely missionary 
possessed of a social conscience and concerned with academic ex 

·cellence. 

3. Questions That Will Help Define Objectives 

questions will help draw out the material needed for definition of obj ec- 

tives?" Following are some of the suggested questions. 

a) What are the qualities you hope and expect pastors to ascribe to your 
seminary? 

b) Do you aim at developing ministers or professionals? 

c) What are your assumptions for theological education? 

d) What really distinguishes a seminary from other graduate schools? 

e) How directly are your purposes related to the purposes of the churches? 

f) Does the nature of the graduates -- their pursuit of vocation and their 
loyalty -- speak to the ambiguities and hidden objectives of the professors? 

g) What are the things that justify Southern Baptist seminaries? 

h) What course credits of students coming from other seminaries do you 
accept? 

i) How does accepting students of other denominations relate to your 
objectives? 

j) What kind of students do you accept? 

k) What is the substance of what you are teaching to the students? 

l} What tensions exist between your faculty and the churches? 

m) What would you do if one of your faculty became Methodist? 



n) What are the current styles of life in the seminaries? 

s) What are the boundaries and limits of your employment policies? 

o) What would you do if someone offered you $10, 000, 000 for a program 
of social work. 

p) What is your criteria for selecting faculty members? 

q) V\rhat are your ambiguities? 

r) What are the broad guidelines of your administration. 

t) What are the professional objectives of your teachers? 

u) What are you doing in the seminary "to shape or form the ministry"? 

v) What are the valid differences between the seminaries? What are 
the invalid differences ? 


